
Collaboration and data 
for Coordinated Access 

Lessons from Toronto’s Coordinated Access Development
CAEH Conference, Edmonton, November 4, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk to you today about the work we are doing in Toronto to implement a Coordinated Access system Not just to meet the requirements as set out by the Federal Government but also our aim to transform the way we serve the homeless population in the City of Toronto, particularly those  who have been in our shelter system for many yearsI’ll share a little bit about the context in Toronto, how we use our Shelter Information Management System to produce our By Name List and how we’ve partnered with Code for Canada, a non profit organization to work towards innovative technology solutions 



Homelessness and Toronto

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SSHA is the service system manager for the housing and homelessness system in Toronto. What We Do:Provide temporary shelter for homeless individuals and families; Offer a range of housing stability support services; Create permanent affordable housing solutions; and Fund and administer the City of Toronto’s social housing system.



Homelessness in Toronto 
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From Toronto Street Needs Assessment 
Point in Time Count April 26, 2018
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Homelessness in Toronto 
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Increased Demand 

Average Market Rent

30%

Vacancy rates

1.1%
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Presentation Notes
There are several reasons why homelessness has grown in Toronto:  Increasing costs of rental housing in Toronto over the past 10 yearsExacerbated by low vacancy rates (currently 1.1%) and a lack of new rental and affordable housing.Affordability is one of the most significant challenge in helping move people out of shelters 



What does Toronto’s 
Coordinated Access System 
look like? 
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 With so many access point to our homeless system our first goal for building a coordinated access system was to look at the areas we could streamline access to services. �In 2017  expanded a menu of services including Housing Allowances, Follow up Support, Furniture Bank and Voluntary Trusteeship to be accessible across 90 agencies including shelters, drop ins and  and outreach agencies�



CAHS Pilot (January 2017- October 
2018) 

• 5 core services: 

Housing Allowances, Bridging Grants, Furniture Bank , Follow-Up Supports, Voluntary Trusteeship Program

• Single Point of access for 90 agencies 

• 3500 households experiencing homelessness were connected with one or more services to help them 

achieve housing stability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In all, 90 agencies with 160 referring programs were identified and referred eligible applicants, helped those applicants complete forms, and forwarded the applications to the CAHS housing first email box City staff reviewed applications, approved funds for Housing Allowances and Bridging Grants, and connected people with agencies providing housing supports. In all, 35000 households were connect with one or more services. ��



CAHS Evaluation 
Recommendations

Key Improvements 
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Continue to Improve systems for data 
gathering

Address barriers to housing

Expand CAHS 

Presenter
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Evaluation of the program included both an examination of the data as well as interviews with service users, agencies and city staff administering the programs. There were several key improvements recommended including1. Respond to differences between populations and sectors. In particular, consider a targeted program to meet the needs of refugees, supported by funding from federal and provincial settlement programs. 2. Reconsider the chronic homelessness criteria. Consider evidence-based measures of vulnerability or acuity to prioritize clients. 3. Enhance coordination between referral and Follow-Up Support agencies. 4. Continue to improve systems. Replace referral forms with an online portal. Include referring workers on communications about referrals. Streamline partner reporting for agencies providing Follow-Up Supports. Improve data gathering. 5. Address barriers to housing. Participants recommended the City coordinate with landlords to secure designated CAHS units, and pointed to the need for more supportive and transitional housing. Better communication between  Participants also recommended better communication between SSHA and Income Support programs (OW, ODSP) particularly around housing allowance benefits being coordinated with income supports. 6. Expand CAHS, and particularly access to Housing Allowances. 



What we’ve done
Previous state In progress 

Online portal

Increase collaboration

Creation of CAHS operations

Refine By Name List 

Multiple forms 

Unclear communication 

Unclear Access points
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Things we are working on: Online portal using a secure link to upload information and collect data and information Increased collaboration with service providers and other Created a Coordinated Access Operations team to oversee the matching and prioritizing of people to both units with supports and the housing supports like follow up/trustee/furniture bank* This helps with ensuring that we can meet some of those key recommendations by making sure we have dedicated staff to oversee the programs and dedicate time to expanding our coordinated access system



By Name List 



By Name List 

Shelter Management Information System (SMIS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Toronto, the foundation of our By Name list is SMIS- which is our version of an HMIS system One of the benefits of creating our by name list in Toronto was that SMIS was launched in 2009/2010 and includes all 65 shelter sites. This means we were able to pull data fairly quickly for those who have been staying in our shelter system. 



+By Name List
Where Toronto is at: 
Currently included:

ü Emergency shelters

ü Respite spaces (80%)

ü Refugee programs

In Progress:

• Streets to Homes 
(Outreach)

Initiated:

• Indigenous partners

Future state:

• Drop-ins

• Community based housing 
help

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Foundation of the list is in SMISWe have a draft initial list – developed by Claudio, Tammy and Ashley – which will be used both for reporting and operational purposesCaptures people experiencing homelessness who use services who use SMIS -- All Shelters & 80% Respite spacesWe know that SMIS does not capture everyone who is currently experiencing homelessness, but it’s the most comprehensiveOver time, those captured in SMIS Will be expanded, based on consultations and working together with community service providers and service usersDrop-ins, housing help centres as specific examplesConversation starting with Indigenous communities via the Indigenous Community Advisory about what expansion might look like for Indigenous agenciesWe know this group is under-represented in SMIS because Indigenous people are less likely to use the shelter and/or respite servicesStreets to Homes are currently working with IT and have developed a mobile app Next steps:Case management development to continueIdentify requirements in partnership with Indigenous partners to include agencies in SMIS. Dependent on:Development of case management moduleData stewardship and management



What we’re seeing in Toronto
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Operationalizing our Data
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Data 

Bringing Data and Operations together

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Began in mid 2018 to match clients on our by name list to units being funded through a provincial funding stream (Home for Good)Work began to target those who have been in our shelter system the longest with the new units that were availableNew approach- reaching out to shelters sites and highlighting clients who had extremely long shelter stays�-working with shelter and homeless service providers to assess clients for acuity and matching them to the units. �



Shelter
And 

Outreach
Housing

Service
Users

Service
Providers

Priority Access to Housing with 
Supports (PATHS)
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What came out of this is our Priority Access to Housing with Supports process- which acts a connector for people experiencing homelessness to units with the right level of support. The reality is we don’t’ have enough resources for everyone in the system at the moment, so how do we use the data we do have to connect the right services to the people who need it the most We can use our data smartly- as a way to bridge between those needing services, those providing services and those who have the housing resources. 



Identify

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now I’ll explain a bit on how we operationalize that data from our by name list for PATHS. �First, , the eligibility criteria for the unit and/or support to applied to the BNLAvoids anyone being connected with a unit that they aren’t eligible for – removes disappointment for clients, and additional work for front-line and back-end staffExample: a senior unit becomes available and I am able to search for all seniors in the shelter system Increased efficiency by allowing us to reach out to those we know meet the requirements but really the ability to identify clients that meet the base level eligibility requirements for units also improves the experience of those who are in the shelter system – no being approached about opportunities that they’re not eligible  



Prioritize

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we use the by name list to support prioritization of people who have long experiences of homelessnessThe current prioritization approach focuses primarily onTotal number of bed nights in SMIS – directing opportunities to those people who use the most servicesBalances by also considering the total number of episodes in SMIS – which targets those people who might not have a high number of bed nights, but who move in and out of shelter/respite/outdoors and therefore are more likely to have a high level of acuityit’s important to acknowledge that there is no perfect prioritization process – we are in an impossible situation where we have more demand for housing than we have housing available – 



Locate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, our data is real time  so when we are matching a client from our by name list, we are able to locate clients quickly, particularly those who may more from site to siteOne of the things that we hear often from housing providers who maintain their own wait lists is that it can be difficult to locate clients when a housing offer comes up- wait lists are long, it can be a long period of time from when a person puts their name on a list to when the actual unit or support is available�Through using  our by name list generated by SMIS, we’re able for the most part to produce fast turn around times and avoid vacancy loss 



Total number of people 
connected with housing: 
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PATHS Outcomes 
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Over the last two years we have housed 354 people using the PATHS processYou can see that this year alone we have double the amount of housing outcomes and this can be attributed to more units becoming available and more service providers working with Coordinated Access. 



Who are we housing? 

55%

21.5%

15%

6%

1%

0.6%
0.6%

0.3%

Location of Homelessness

Shelter

Respite

Outside (sleeping
rough)

Drop-in

Prison

Transitional
Program

Youth Program

Hospital

17%

34%

25% 24%

Less than 6 months 6 months to less than 1 year 1-3 years 3 years +

Length of Homelessness



Challenges, Lessons & 
Insights
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Shelter
And Outreach

Housing

Service
Users

Service
Providers

Priority Access to Housing with 
Supports (PATHS) 
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What we’ve learned is that while we may have a birds eye view of the system and who is accessing the system, we can only really at this point narrow down and target people based on demographics- it’s really the partnership and work with the shelter and service providers that helps us drill down further to see who is the best match for a unit with supports -They are the experts on the ground – data is great, but if you aren’t connecting it to the actual people who are accessing the services or who are providing the services, you aren’t going to be able to serve the people who need it in a valuable way Challenge: Agencies don’t always want to work with the city to pick clientsSolution: work closely with those agencies to look at how we can prioritize the clients they are seeing and focus on the ones that have been homeless the longest 



What we’ve learned 

• Building relationships is key to positive outcomes
• Prioritization policy required 
• Matching requires a team effort 
• Service users always have self determination 
• Common Assessment is key to matching
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1. Prioritization needs to be approached carefully and thoughtfully. a prioritization policy should provide guidelines to ensure that those people who may be most likely to fall through the gaps are served- it’s not about determining who ‘deserves’ housing more or less than someone else2. This process requires team work.  Energy & effort consumed in day to day living within the shelter – leaving little time and resources to focus on getting out of the sheltersIn some cases, there had been large periods of time since the client was last engaged specifically on housing Even though we talk about housing first and Part of our work is to also challenge the assumption that someone cannot be housed 3. Those who have the longest stay may not be interested in accessing housing the housing we are putting forward to them. We’ve come across this more than a few times, especially with those who have some of the longest shelter stays.  We’ve learned that this particular group  require a more intensive engagement strategy around housing  that again brings together the service user, the service provider and the shelter support4.�Challenge: case management and assessment look very different across sites- not everyone assesses the same way and this results in some difficulty on our end sorting through the assessments in order to match. This takes up time as we go back and forth with sites in order to get a clear picture �Speaks to the need for a Common Assessment tool and the ability for that common assessment tool to be embedded in a technology solution�



Working with Code for 
Canada 

23
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Code for Canada is a national non profit organization that pairs government agencies with the tech and design community by embedding those in the tech and design community in the government agency. Each team of fellows is made up of three experts: a developer, a user experience designer and a product manager. Fellows are embedded into the team for 10 months to deliver a digital product while also  exchanging knowledge and expertise in digital methods  along the way.At the start of the fellowship, Code for Canada ran an onboarding training for both fellows and our core team from SSHA- which includes a policy rep, operations rep and IT rep. �The program includes onboarding training and  ongoing coaching and support from Code for Canada for both the fellows and the our core team.  



INFLOW OUTFLOWTECHNOLOGY

Why Code for Canada? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current process to connect people experiencing homelessness with suitable housing and support opportunities is incomplete and doesn’t adequately support the program to perform to its potential, in addition to being manual and time-consuming for front line and administrative staff.To facilitate our matching process (and to stop me from having three thousand excel sheets) we recognized the need to improve the technology we have. �We also recognized that in order to change the way we work, in a transformational project like Coordinated Access, we needed to think outside of the box. Code for Canada offered us that opportunity to partner with new design and tech ideas and concepts to help us work towards figuring out what kind of resources we need for the system we want to build and expand. �



What the Fellows Do
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User & domain researchOne-on-one meetings with stakeholders (Human centred design)Technical researchIdentifying areas of opportunityIdentifying potential blockers Laying groundwork for new ways workingShort sprints Agile way Focus on human centered design



How the Fellows work 
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Work closely with the core project team (IT/policy/operations) Agile Hold regular project panels with a cross section of people across our division



Common 
Assessment Tool 
development and 

pilot

I.T. Discovery
Mapping 

Coordinated 
Access

Enhancement 
to existing 

Shelter 
Information 

Management 
System 

What we are working towards

Presenter
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As a group – we know that we need to design and develop tools that will meet the needs of staff and clients alike, starting with a digitized Common Assessment Tool that So- the end product is an enhancement in SMIS In order to get there- we need to: Map out CA Get a deeper understanding of what SMIS does and what it’s capable of doing And also develop the actual Common Assessment tool    What we realized is that by focusing on a digital version of the Common Assessment tool ��Fellows worked with the Policy team to redesign the Common Assessment Tool for a pilot launch with select shelter sitesThey  are also working with I.T. to research and develop a new front-end framework and architecture for SMISAs a group, we continue to discuss and map out the ideal future state of Coordinated Access, to ensure we’re considering all access points and programs



GRANTSI.T.

OPERATIONS POLICY

System level coordination

Presenter
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One of the greatest benefits of the work we’ve been doing on Coordinated Access and with the Code for Canada fellows is that we are really coming together internally to focus on collaborationWe tend to get pulled in many directions, trying to address sometimes competing issues as they arise and we can end up siloed and working at cross purposes. �This project has really highlighted the positive outcomes that can be achieved when we’re all working together�Operations- linking the service, IT providing the data, policy helping to shape programs and direction and grants providing the resources and funding to the support services. None of what we have achieved so far with PATHS would have been possible without these four areas of work coming together 
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And here is where we are going!�Our ideal future state in Toronto�Access and exit points that are defined and accessible through SMIS which would complete our by name list The ability to triage once someone touches the system*Understanding that this may look different depending on what service someone accesses (a respite which is low barrier versus a transitional shelter) Using the common assessment to  assess and prioritize * People may end up being eligible for multiple streams



Where do we go from here:

30
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Standardize screening and assessment tool Consult with sector about tool design and functionEnhance functionality of tool with support from Code for Canada FellowsIntegrate tool into Homelessness Management Information System – SMIS Prioritization Policy    Work towards a more fulsome prioritization policy that looks at acuity �Refinement of By Name list Continue work to get Street outreach agencies and others onto SMIS in order to fully capture those experiencing homelessness Most importantly, engage those who use the system- hold more consultations with the communities we serve and share our data where we are able�it’s one thing to be working on building our own internal capacity for collaboration but in order to be successful, we need to listen to those people on the ground doing the work and even more importantly, the end user, which is people who are experiencing homelessness. 



CONTACT INFORMATION:

Ashley Edstrom

Supervisor, 
Shelter Support and Housing Administration, 

Ashley.Edstrom@toronto.ca 

416-397-5156

www.toronto.ca/housing
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http://www.toronto.ca/housing
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